LOCKHEED MASTER CYLINDER REPAIR KITS

KL71415 MASTER CYLINDER SEAL KIT 1.1/2”
LOCKHEED COMMERCIAL VEHICLE BRAKE & CLUTCH HYDRAULIC PARTS

KL71416 MASTER CYLINDER SEAL KIT 1.3/4”
LOCKHEED COMMERCIAL VEHICLE BRAKE & CLUTCH HYDRAULIC PARTS

KL71417 MASTER CYLINDER SEALS 2”
LOCKHEED COMMERCIAL VEHICLE BRAKE & CLUTCH HYDRAULIC PARTS

KL71484 LOCKHEED MASTER CYLINDER SEAL KIT 7/8”

KL71527 LOCKHEED DUAL BRAKE & CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER SEAL KIT 7/8”

KL71534 LOCKHEED MASTER CYLINDER SEAL KIT 3/4” BORE

KL71535 LOCKHEED MASTER CYLINDER SEAL KIT 3/4” BORE

KL71548 LOCKHEED BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER SEAL KIT 7/8”

VIEW WEBSITE FOR COMPREHENSIVE STOCK
LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER KITS

- KL71425 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT AXLE SET 7/8"
- KL71426 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT AXLE SET 1"
- KL71427 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT AXLE SET 1"
- KL71428 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT AXLE SET 1.1/8"
- KL71429 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT AXLE SET 1.1/8"
- KL71430 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT AXLE SET 1.1/4"
- KL71431 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT AXLE SET 1.1/4"
- KL71433 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT AXLE SET 1.3/8"

4 x 1277 CUP SEALS, 4 x 1668 BOOTS, NIPPLE DUST COVERS & RUBBER GREASE

LISTED TO FIT MANY VEHICLES

VISIT WEBSITES FOR COMPREHENSIVE STOCK
LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER KITS

KL71434 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT AXLE SET 1.3/8”

KL71435 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT AXLE SET 1.1/2”

LOCKHEED KL71463 1.1/4” SERVICE REPAIR SEAL KIT
TELESCOPIC CYLINDER
ADJUSTABLE TYPE

KL71468 LOCKHEED BRAKE WHEEL CYLINDER SEAL KIT 1.3/4” AXLE SET

38777 FABRIC BACKED
38777 FABRIC BACKED

KL71472 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER SERVICE SEAL KIT 1.1/2” AXLE SET
2 X BOOTS 22424
2 X SEALS 331

KL71531 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER SERVICE SEAL KIT 1.3/8” AXLE SET
4 X BOOTS 39325
4 X SEALS 1277

LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER BOOTS

4 X 132 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER BOOTS FOR 1”-1.1/8” CYLINDERS

4 X 232 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER BOOTS FOR 1.1/4” CYLINDERS
LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER BOOTS

- 4 x 1668 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER BOOTS FOR 1.5/16" 1.3/8" CYLINDERS
- 4 x 2759 LOCKHEED CYLINDER BOOTS 7/8" WHEEL CYLINDERS
- 4 x 5107 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER BOOTS FOR 1" CYLINDERS
- 4 x 5632 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER BOOTS FOR 1.1/8" CYLINDERS
- 4 x 7164 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER BOOTS FOR 1.1/4" CYLINDERS
- 4 x 7166 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER BOOTS FOR 1.3/8" CYLINDERS
- 4 x 39325 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER RUBBER BOOTS
- 4 x 65422 LOCKHEED WHEEL CYLINDER BOOTS FOR 7/8" CYLINDERS

VIEW WEBSITES FOR COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS
LOCKHEED HYDRAULIC CYLINDER CUP SEALS

VISIT WEBSITES FOR COMPREHENSIVE STOCK
LOCKHEED HYDRAULIC CYLINDER CUP SEALS

4 x 331 LOCKHEED BRAKE & CLUTCH HYDRAULIC CYLINDER CUP SEALS 1.1/4”

4 x 5879 LOCKHEED BRAKE & CLUTCH HYDRAULIC CYLINDER CUP SEALS 1.1/4”

4 x 9590 LOCKHEED BRAKE & CLUTCH HYDRAULIC CYLINDER CUP SEALS 15/16”

4 x 12822 HYDRAULIC CYLINDER CUP SEAL 1.5/16”

4 x 14650 GIRLING BRAKE & CLUTCH HYDRAULIC CYLINDER CUP SEALS 3/4”

4 x 27526 LOCKHEED BRAKE & CLUTCH HYDRAULIC CYLINDER CUP SEALS 5/8”

LOCKHEED HYDRAULIC CYLINDER POLO SEALS

4 x 3871-475 WHEEL CYLINDER POLO SEALS
BORE. 1” PROFILE 15

4 x 3872-716 WHEEL CYLINDER POLO SEALS
BORE. 1.1/16” PROFILE 15

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR COMPREHENSIVE STOCK
LOCKHEED HYDRAULIC CYLINDER POLO SEALS

4 X 12046 WHEEL CYLINDER POLO SEALS
BORE. 1.5/16” PROFILE 14
TAPER

4 X 29779 WHEEL CYLINDER POLO SEALS
BORE. 1 1/2” PROFILE 14
TAPER

4 X 30832 WHEEL CYLINDER POLO SEALS
BORE. 1” PROFILE 14
TAPER

4 X 87071 WHEEL CYLINDER POLO SEALS
BORE. 15/16” PROFILE 14
TAPER

4 X 102509 WHEEL CYLINDER POLO SEALS
BORE. 3/4” PROFILE 14

LOCKHEED BRAKE CALIPER SEAL KITS

SSB2601 LOCKHEED BRAKE CALIPER SEAL KIT AXLE SET

SSB2611 BRAKE CALIPER KIT AXLE SET

VISIT OUR WEBSITES FOR COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
VISIT OUR WEBSITES FOR COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
LOCKHEED BRAKE SERVO SERVICE PARTS

LOCKHEED BRAKE SERVO REFURBISHMENT SERVICE PARTS

3661-432  3313-283  25946  113067
3681-714  3665-733  100963

88081  32737
3814-230  3882-237

LOCKHEED BRAKE SERVO REFURBISHMENT SERVICE PARTS

3671-439  3665-411  100977  3361-229
90860  3525-257  3866-220  4271-311

85946  3871-448  3871-452  90998
87143  92328  3862-439  94713

106213
REMOTE SERVO GASKET SEAL
TYPE B  3/4 INCH

LOCKHEED PARTS SERVICE
100983
LOCKHEED REMOTE SERVO VACUUM ELBOW

LOCKHEED BRAKE SERVO REFURBISHMENT FACILITY

VISIT OUR WEBSITES FOR COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
For further information visit our websites and download our comprehensive Product Range.
We have all the Vehicle application catalogues and specification Data Sheets applicable to Automotive Vehicles dated from 1932 to 1995.